The book was found

Caveman, A B.C. Story
1 caveman + 26 letters = wild and wacky fun! The popular prehistoric ABC romp is now a board book — and just right for the youngest readers. When a caveman and a squirrel try to grab an acorn for dinner, a big brown bear chases them into a cave. But then a dinosaur comes out and goes after them all! What’s going to happen? The slapstick hijinks go from “A” all the way to some cuddly, friendly “ZZZZZs” • and a sweet goodnight.
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Customer Reviews

We love this book. It tells a very funny story just using a few words. SO FUNNY. We go to the library all of the time and get piles of books. When we really love one, we buy it. This is one of our favorites from the hundreds we read. So funny.

CAVEMAN: A B.C. STORY is one of the absolute BEST “ABC” books I’ve ever read. It’s an actual story that incorporates words you don’t typically see in an ABC book, and even more important—-it’s hilarious! I can’t wait to read this one to the grandkids :D

Fantastic, witty story told in 26 words and illustrations. My little boy loves it, and he usually can’t sit still for 5 seconds for me to read to him. I think he is fascinated that the story is mainly told with pictures with very few words. Love, love, love this book!
So clever! So fun! I'm mom of six, a former daycare director, a former reading tutor, and now a writer. I wish I'd written this! I laughed out loud reading it and wouldn't mind re-reading it over and over with any child. The story is in the pictures, with vivid characters and an easy-to-follow "story." Young listeners and youngest readers won't struggle with the very simple one-word-per-letter format. I think boys would particularly enjoy this book. My nine-year-old son enjoyed it, even though older than its target audience. This book reminded my family of "Ice Age" movies. It's best read aloud with a caveman voice and a few animal sounds here and there. Enjoy!

A rare find, an ABC book that is fun for upper grade ELLs who are at the earliest levels of English. Ideal for teaching the alphabet and verbs through gestures and story reenactment.
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